UPCOMING
EVENTS
North Meals N Deals
Saturday, March 3rd
Pancake Hause in Edmonds
8:30am– 10:30am
Kitsap Meals N Deals
Wednesday, March 7th
Cloverleaf Sports Bar & Grill
in Bremerton
6:30pm - 9:00pm
Play Ca$hflow
Wednesday, March 7th
Embassy Suites in Tukwila
6:00pm - 9:00pm
Commercial Meals N Deals
Wednesday, March 14th
Azteca Mexican Restaurant in
Bellevue - Private Dining Room
6:30pm - 9:00pm
South Meals N Deals
Monday, March 12th
Poodle Dog Restaurant in Fife
6:30pm - 9:00pm
Main Meeting
Thursday, March 22nd
Residence Inn Marriott Bellevue
6:00pm - 9:00pm
Advanced Training Saturday, March 24th
Sheraton Hotel in Bellevue
- Snoqualmie Ballroom
9:00am - 5:00pm
Bellingham Meals N Deals
Wednesday, March 28th
SpringHill Suites by Marriott in
Bellingham
6:30pm - 9:00pm
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Advertise in the newsletter.
REACH YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE! Contact REAPS at:
(425) 458-4797 or
info@reapsweb.com

Organizational Notes
Mission Statement
REAPS is a not-for-profit Professional Association for Real Estate Investors.
We are one of the largest Real Estate Investor’s Association in the country. We
provide professional, educational and networking resources for real estate
investors, those who want to be investors and anyone who provides valuable
goods or services to our members.

Membership
Membership includes free admission to regular monthly meetings, networking
opportunities, well-informed speakers, our monthly newsletter, access to the
REAPS library and many other resources.

The Five Critical Steps to
Success
Ron LeGrand

Disclaimer
The Real Estate Association of Puget Sound recognizes that many opportunities
are presented to its members and guests.
As an individual, it is your responsibility to investigate and verify the validity of
these opportunities. Each individual should consult an accountant, attorney and
other advisors as to legal, tax, economic, investment and related matters
concerning real estate and other investments.

Join today at: www.REAPSweb.com
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Vegas Baby!

The Further You Go

Pam Christensen

Fred Rea

How To Guarantee A Million A Year
March 22, 2018
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How To Guarantee A Million A Year
With Ron LeGrand

Ron will discuss the critical ingredients to become a seven figure annual
earner and join the long list of his students who are making this kind of
money every year. His 36 years of experience will guide us to the critical
ingredients to succeed and the fatal flaws that take many folks out and we
will be working on an actual, realistic plan that each member of the
audience will adapt to their own lifestyle to make a million in 12 months.
Ron says... “going back to work on Friday morning will suck after spending
the evening seeing how much money is being made all around us in the
Seattle market every day by informed people buying and selling houses
without using their money or credit.”
Ron is teaching an all-day event on Saturday March 24. Details and
registration here.



Where: Residence

Inn by

Marriott Bellevue
- NEW LOCATION FOR 2018


When: 4th Thursday of each month




Doors Open: 6:00pm
Meeting Starts: 7:00pm

REAPS Members FREE
GUESTS:
$20 online, $25 at the door

IN THIS ISSUE:

By the way, I’ve seen this guy in action and he is not kidding. He’s the
master at making buying and selling houses easy and profitable and
avoiding all of the costly entanglements many investors insist on
incorporating into their business. Ron’s message will be about making the
fast easy and big money in real estate without all of the grief. He should
know how after 3000 deals of his own.

2

Main Meeting
Details

He’s bringing handouts to the meeting to include in your game plan
worksheet for netting a million, scripts, and a DVD of him structuring deals
brought in by students.

3

President’s
Message

In today’s hot market it’s very easy for one to convince themselves there are
no deals now and use it for an excuse to do nothing. As usual, Ron is the guy
who will explode that myth and prove how easy it really is to net over $1
million a year.
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Upcoming Events

He will be teaching an all day seminar on March 24, Saturday, and during
that day his team will actually call your sellers for you and make deals over
the phone while recording them for you and prove how easy it is to take a
piece of paper and turn it into a $25,000 check within 30 days. You’ll see it
happen right before your eyes so there can be no doubt it works, and it
works here, and it works now, and it can work for you. You’ll get all the
details at the meeting on how to bring your leads to be processed on
Saturday.
BUT LISTEN TO THIS
If you bring some
calling them and
That’s right, they
$100,000
and

leads to the meeting Ron’s team will spend all day Friday
making deals before the Saturday seminar even starts.
will work for you for free to get you deals worth $25then
discuss
them
in
class
on
Saturday.

BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE
They will call as many as they can reach during the meeting and see how
many deals they can turn up while Ron is teaching. These deals will be
discussed at the meeting before you even leave. Ron will show how much
money is in the deal and what the next steps are after the terms have been
already negotiated by his team.
This has never been done before and probably will never be done again. If
you miss this meeting I wouldn’t know how to calculate the potential loss.
If your new, the definition of a lead is a completely filled out property
information sheet. You can find a 27-minute video and the proper form at
Ron Legrand.com/FSBO and prepare yourself by bringing a handful of leads.
He will show you how to fill out the form and where to find the FSBOs to
call. It will only take a few minutes and could earn you a lot of money.

—MEMBER BENEFIT HIGHLIGHT—
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President’s Message,

REAPS

This month we are excited to host our long-time
friend Ron LeGrand. You won’t want to miss his
presentation on March 22 and his all-day
training on March 24. Make sure you are
registered and don’t forget that you can attend
his full day training for free on March 24 with
your renewal to REAPS!

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION
OF PUGET SOUND

227 Bellevue Way NE #718
Bellevue, WA 98004
Phone & Fax: (425) 458-4797

www.REAPSweb.com

REAPS is a member of
The National Real
Estate Investor’s
Association

Did You Know? HOME DEPOT

REAPS Leadership

Is now offering a Paint & Appliance
Program….

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Check your Pro Xtra account to ensure you have all
your current tenders and phone numbers
registered! Call 866-333-3551, option 4 to

register your payment tenders.

Enjoy 2% rebates on all purchases in
addition to any other home depot
discount AND without a discount code.
Minimum of $50 a year!
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Sheila Lair Mike Sumsky
Julai Baldwin Dugald Allen
Katherine Swanberg Greg Gallagher

New last month is our brand-new meeting location for the rest of 2017!
We are looking forward to our new space at the Residence Inn by
Marriott Bellevue. It’s literally right off of 405 and across from the SE
8th St. Park N Ride so it’s about as convenient as we can get in
Bellevue.
If you haven’t had a chance to check out our NEW North Meals N
Deals meeting with new host Gena Horiatis you can join us on the first
Saturday of each month in Edmonds. We are trying to ease the
commute that affects many of you and a Saturday morning meeting
makes for a FAST commute from anywhere!
We have a new member benefit I am excited to introduce to you this
month. Arcana Insurance Services, LP is the new insurance property
and casualty provider for National REIA members and in this month’s
magazine you will find all the details for the hard to find insurance you
need for your properties.
You should be looking for your Home Depot rebate this month as well.
The 2nd half of 2017 rebates went out and hundreds of you should be
getting on average $233 in the mail which more than covers your dues
to REAPS! If you need help updating your payment tenders or signing
up for this member benefit, please contact me so I can help you!

Katherine
COORDINATORS
COMMERCIAL
MEALS N DEALS
Jeff Hamel

KITSAP
MEALS N DEALS
Mike Sumsky

BLOG
Mark Jovan

LIBRARIAN
Steve Kish

SOUTH
MEALS N DEALS
Greg Gallagher

BELLINGHAM
MEALS N DEALS
JOHN CAREY

MEMBERSHIP
Wendy Ceccherelli

NORTH
MEALS N DEALS
Gena Horiatis

LEGISLATIVE
Doug Owens

AUDIO/VISUAL
Kenneth Jones
John Mize
Lisa Mize
Jon Selin

Tracy Minick Angelique Tinney
Mark Schmale

CHAIRMAN OF Angelique Tinney
BOARD —

THE

PRESIDENT — Katherine Swanberg
VICE PRESIDENT — Tracy Minick

MEMBER BENEFITS
Steve Olds

SECRETARY — Sheila Lair
TREASURER — Julai Baldwin
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In a report released in January by Standard &Poor’s/Case-Schiller Home Price Index, the Seattle area is
currently the fastest growing market in the country. Why? With an increase of buyers and those wanting to
invest in a hot market, inventory in the region remains limited.
According to a February press release by the NWMLS, King, Kitsap, and Snohomish counties reported fewer
pending sales for the month of January than the previous year and the total number of active listings for the
end of the month were down almost 17.6 percent from the previous year. In the same NWMLS report, three
Puget Sound counties (King, Kitsap, and Snohomish) reported fewer pending sales than there were a year
ago. More specifically, in King County closings dropped 18.5 percent from the previous year and pending
sales were down 7.5 percent.
Despite there being fewer pending sales due to lower inventory, homeowners are finding that in this seller’s
market their homes are receiving multiple offers after being listed. This is especially true in areas that are
close to job centers and those that tend to have more affordable and mid-price ranges for housing.
What does this mean for those who want to invest in 2018? While you may need to be patient for the right
deal to come along, there are still great opportunities to flip and sell, and working with a Heaton Dainard
agent is the first step to take toward investing. Deciding where you want to invest and how much funding
you need are the next steps, and we’re here to help.
Heaton Dainard’s experienced brokers can guide you through the buying and selling process and we work to
provide our clients with the most lucrative opportunities for investing in property. Interested in learning
more? We offer a free Investor 101 class which provides those interested, with a comprehensive overview of
real estate investing.
During this class, we walk through real deals and provide expert insight and “how to” for investing in flips
and cash flow properties. During this time you have the opportunity to meet our team of agents and discuss
what type of properties and investments you are looking for as well as learn more about our unique
company process. For more information, visit the Investor’s Corner section of our website.

REAPS
BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Buying an Investment in the Fastest
Growing Market in the Country

Gallagher
Real Estate Group

Greg Gallagher
(206) 498-9019
greg@GallagherRealEstate.com
www.GallagherRealEstate.com

About the Author
James Dainard is Co-Founder and Managing Principal at Heaton Dainard. As a real estate investor, he is
responsible for the development and execution of corporate strategies, marketing, and property acquisitions
at Heaton Dainard Real Estate. James has been actively investing in multifamily and single family units in the
Puget Sound region for over ten years, and leads a dynamic team that exceeded sales volumes in 2017 of over
$200 million with over 380 closed transactions. His business acumen adds value to Heaton Dainard by
providing investors with inventory and multiple exit strategies. James graduated from University of
Washington’s Foster School of Business with a focus in finance and marketing, and has been recognized as
Co-Founder of one of the Washington’s Fastest Growing Private Companies in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, as well
as one of Inc. 5000’s fastest growing companies in America 2015 and 2016. He was also chosen as a Puget
Sound Business Journal 40 Under 40 honoree for 217.
Continued on page 5
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Capture Realty
Investor Real Estate Specialist

Megan Fox
425.947.8925
Megan@CaptureRealty.com
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REAPS

How to Successfully Invest in
Commercial Real Estate
Most people who choose real estate investing start out with investing in residential real estate, and then
switch to commercial real estate when they become aware of the more lucrative opportunities available in
that market. However, a very different mindset and approach is called for in commercial real estate, and

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

there are some things you should be aware of.

Valuation of commercial real estate is different
While much of the value of residential real estate is determined by the sales value of similar properties in the
area, commercial real estate has its value derived strictly from the level of cash flow generated by the
property.

Market and sector knowledge is crucial for success
If you have a special knowledge about a particular sector and market, that’s probably the one you should
specialize in. If there’s another one that you have great interest in but don’t know very well, you will need to
educate yourself thoroughly about it. The reason you need this knowledge is so you can effectively manage
your property (or have someone do it for you) to keep it profitable.

Profit and Loss formulas are different
When investing in commercial real estate, you need to understand loan to value ratios, cap rates, net
operating incomes, and several other formulas specific to commercial investing. None of these are hard to
grasp, but it’s very important that you know them well, so you can have the best information upon which to
make decisions.

Consider long-term outlooks

Veristone offers a variety of lending programs designed
to meet your real estate lending needs.


Auction loans



Bridge loans



Fix & Flip loans

To learn more, contact Travis Wandell at (425) 250-6118 and
save $350 on your first Veristone transaction.
travisw@veristonecapital.com| www.veristonecapital.com

It would be rash to invest right away in a property that looks great financially at present, because that may
not be true in just a few years. There are factors which can quickly affect commercial properties, e.g. tax
base of the area, major employers nearby, and history of attention/neglect for the area surrounding the
property.

Diversify
If you’re one of those investors who started out in the residential market – keep those holdings. The
residential and commercial markets function along different cycles, and when one is up, the other might be
down. To avoid having a general collapse of all your holdings, try to maintain a mix of holdings to insulate
yourself from market fluctuations.
SabTera Capital can work with you to get you on Commercial Real Estate Financing. Contact us at 206-3300111 today.
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by Ron LeGrand
There are a lot of ways to make a million bucks, but

creating courses on what I know, and selling them in

most involve some kind of business, and that business

1987. Then my income tripled again.

must have the potential to achieve a high income, or
all one has is a low paying job he/she happens to own.
We all have a choice. So, why not choose a business
that can make you rich?

Today, my company continues to market information
products to real estate investors and those who want to
triple their income on the internet or learn how to
start and grow any business. Since that has become

I know a dentist who spent $400,000 on two sandwich

my chosen field and hundreds of thousands have gone

shops which his family runs and can barely break

through our training, it puts me in a good position to

even.

see what people do right and what they do wrong.

There’s no way to sell because there are

hundreds on the market and a business making no
money isn’t worth much, especially when it has no
upside potential. He’s headed for a $400,000 seminar,

One lesson I learned the hard way has become my
credo:

but hey, we all take them and look how much smarter

The Less I Do, The More I Make

he’ll be the next time.

No, that doesn’t mean you get paid for not working.

In 1982, I was bankrupt broke, working as a mechanic,

But, it does mean you must do only the things no one

35 years old and clueless. I got into a heated argument
with my wife over a washing machine. She wanted a
new one and I wanted to fix the old one because I
didn’t have the $150 to spend.
That night, there was no sleep. All I could think about
was how big of an “a—hole” I was for arguing with a
mother of four whom I’d already been married to for
17 years because she wanted to wash clothes for her
family. The next day, I started looking for a way out. I
didn’t want to live like this for the rest of my life.

else can and let other people do what they do best and
get out of their way.

If your life is never-ending

minutia and every day goes by with no activity to grow
your business, it’ll never be more than a job and soon
be one you’ll want to quit. The boss must stay focused
on revenue and spend every day increasing it. No one
else in the company cares about it more than the boss,
the owner, the receiving the major benefits of a
business.
Most waste time the same way, day-in and day-out and

There had to be something I could do to make a better

not one productive thing gets done.

living.

These are five steps to any business, regardless of its

My way out was real estate. I started reading books

product or service. I buy and sell real estate, own a

and attended a seminar to get me started. Greed and
hunger took over from there.

Before I knew it I’d

bought and sold several hundred houses without using
my money or credit, and still do it today, over 3,000
now.
I tripled my income easily the first year, and it
continued to climb for years thereafter until I started

(AWD) Number or
Rate Code is T866500.
(BCD) Number OR
OFFER CODE IS
Z657900.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

REAPS

The Five Critical Steps to Success

restaurant, have several online businesses, develop
real estate, own an information marketing company, a
consulting business, speak at events and a few other
odds and ends. These five steps apply to all of them.
FYI, I don’t have to be present for any of these
businesses to operate and, in fact, I’m not present
much.
HERE ARE THE FIVE STEPS

March 2018 Newsletter • Page 6
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REAPS
BUSINESS DIRECTORY



Locate Prospects – Without them there is no



business and this is where many owners fail.

comes from the second to the seventh contact with

They’re great at doing the thing they sell, but suck

a prospect. No doesn’t mean no. It only means see

at marketing. I’d rather be great at marketing and

me later when time and circumstance change my

suck at the thing I sell. It can and should be hired

mind. That means a business that doesn’t follow

out anyway, not done by you. I’m a lousy cook, so

up

it’s a good thing I’m not my own chef. I’m great at

customers will lose up to 82% of its potential

buying houses, but not one thing I do can’t be done

revenue.

by someone else. I love internet marketing, but the

business, any business, followed up with you? The

day you find me building my own website you

key is to work hard converting prospects and a

have my permission to shoot me. My time is spent

little on suspects, but neither can be done without

getting business until I replace myself, then I watch

a database of both.

my replacements.

businesses even keep a list of their customers,

serious interest and is predisposed to do business
with you because they know what you can do for
them, you have a suspect. Your objective is to get
suspects to prospects to customers ASAP cost
effectively. That means 20% of the budget should
be spent on getting suspects and 80% on converting
businesses do.

opposite

that

most

Usually 80%-95% of any suspect

pool will never buy so don’t spend time trying to
make chicken salad out of chicken manure.


Construct and present offers – With no offer, there
is no sale. In real estate, it’s the offer to purchase.
In a restaurant, it’s the menu and a waiter
upselling. Online, it’s the sales letter. In retail, it’s
the inventory proudly displayed or on sale. In all
businesses, there better be an offer and the owner
must learn to present it in the form the consumer
wants to receive it. That usually means multiple
media.

A business with only one way to get

customers

is

a

business

on

to

capture

Ask yourself, when’s the last time a

I’m appalled at how few

ain’t getting out the door until we give you a

prospect, not a customer. Until a prospect shows

exact

campaign

contact info? I can assure you, mine does. You

money for a product or service you have a

the

sequential

name, much less do any work to capture your

between prospects and suspects. Until you receive

customers,

a

Have you seen a restaurant lately even ask your

Prescreen Prospects – There’s a big difference

to

with

which is their largest and most valuable asset.

Focus on Revenue, Not cost control
2.

Follow-Up – 82% of the revenue in most businesses

its

way

out.

shameless bribe to get on our newsletter list.


Close Quickly – That means get the money.

I’m

shocked at how many businesses get the bride
right to the altar and never ask for a “call to
action.” You must ask for money, fully expect to
receive it and not quit until you do. There’s no
shame in swapping products and services for
money. It’s how businesses survive, and the better
you get at it the faster you’ll triple your income.
Let the staff handle the minutia while you focus on
closing sales and training others to do the same,
until you’re not needed anymore.
Let’s recap! If you want to have a successful business
and triple your income, you must:
 Put yourself in a position to do so in a business
where it can happen.
 Second, build a marketing system to attract
suspects, convert to prospects and then to buyers.
 Third, repeat, repeat, repeat
It’s not rocket science: It’s the Chunka Theory – the

One is a Bad Number in Business

chunka comin in must be larger than the chunka going
out.
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So, what’s new, what’s hot, what do we have to have?
Fur! Lot’s of fur, especially white fur. White fur
chairs, benches, cubes and puffs. Fur was also hot
last year so there was no surprise here, but this year
the chair frames are chrome, gold or acrylic where
last year frames were made of dark woods, metal or
silver. The fluffy benches and puffs are used for
accent pieces, at the end of beds, and even coffee
tables. Fun, fun rooms!
Sofas are lower profile and fabrics are primarily
neutrals creams, beiges and grays predominate the
upholstery. Looking for something different and a
little dramatic? Try a little velvet in the living room.
Dark emerald greens, navy blues and teals are hot
for those who want to get away from neutrals. When
staging, I stay away from the pieces that feel very
faddish, but for living it can be a very fun change of
pace.
Colors this year seem to be on opposite ends of the
spectrum. Purples were everywhere, showing that
Pantone’s color of the year is really being embraced
this year. There were lots of ideas on how to bring
this royal hew into home décor. Tired of the fluffy
white lamb skin throw? Try the same throw in Ultra
Violet it’s awesome. I wasn’t as enthralled with the

purple fabric headboards, but I do have to confess to
a love of the deep purple bath towels. I also loved
the fluffy purple accent pillows and purple shaded
stemware. All modern just launched a purple velvet
chaise that would add sophistication to a bedroom or
office/library, but I really wasn’t too excited about
the accent rugs with cream and purple patterns.
Purple may have been a little dominant but bright
orange and all shades of blues are also very hot for
accent chairs, pillows, art work and puffs. On the
other side of the spectrum, mauves, creams and pale
blue pastels were also dominant in everything from
bedding, to upholstery.
Bedrooms are becoming more casual and eclectic.
Headboards are lower or non-existent, making room
for large dramatic art or unusual lighting. Side
tables were made of everything from marble to
metal. Puffs, wicker barrels, or even reclaimed
wooden chairs are being used to create what I can
only call “messy chic” yes you can quote me on that
one I did make it up
Rather than crisply made
beds, with comforters neatly folded back to make
room for carefully placed bed and accent pillows
were replaced with comforters crinkled back to
suggest a messy unmade bed, still covered in bed and
accent pillows and the occasional fur throw.

Call REAPS at (425) 458-4797 to promote your business in our newsletter today!

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

I love the Vegas market! Every year I try to make it
to market for at least one day, but with 3
interconnected buildings and 40 floors of exhibits it’s
impossible to see everything unless you can spend at
least 3 days touring the market. There’s over 4,200+
samples of furniture, bedding, lighting, flooring,
accessories and gift resources. It’s THE place to find
trends for the coming year and for my company to
meet new suppliers to help us create designs that
wow our clients.
For me it’s like Designers
Disneyland complete with stars like the Property
Brothers who were launching their new furniture
line. My husband really wanted me to stand in the
LONG line to meet them and get a picture, just so he
could show friends at home how tall the Property
brothers really are. I however, chose to pass on the
opportunity.

REAPS

Vegas
Baby!

Advertise in the REAPS Newsletter

I think to sum up the 2018 trends, it’s another year of
fun décor’ where anything goes.
Please
visit
my
Facebook
page
at
www.facebook.com/stagingforcharisma and post a
comment.
I’d love to hear your questions or
challenges, if I don’t know the answer I’ll find an
expert who does!

Pam
Pam Christensen specializes in working with
investors to help them maximize their return on
investment by providing high quality staging that get
results!
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What Causes A Quantum Leap?

relationships with people that will ultimately create

Although I'm proud of my company's success, the

real and lasting mutual success. This approach has

simple fact is that I have very few discernable skills.

been described to me as “shoulder to shoulder”
sales—and it's where I shine.

I'm completely unorganized and lack experience in
growing a company. My shortcomings were

by Ron LeGrand

highlighted every step of the way. But now, I have

I’m sure you’ve noticed when I sign off, I prefer “To your quantum leap.” People often ask me what I mean by

twenty-eight people staring at the least skilled person

that or how to have a quantum leap. The only way I know to answer is to “keep fertilizing your crop.” Let me

in the room looking for answers.

explain.

was basically begging people to trust me with their

Imagine being the teacher and all your students are

money, even though I just lost my entire net worth.

smarter and more capable than you, but expect you to

You must ask yourself certain questions and continuously analyze what you’re doing at every moment. Whether

Everything else… I’ve learned to defer to people that
are a lot smarter than me. I spent the first three years
of Rain City Capital all by myself. From 2009–2012, I

Talk about an uphill battle! I did every little loan I
could do and then called the borrower once a week to
see if they were going to pay me off. I drove by the
house of my first loan every two weeks until it paid off
four months later—it was the longest four months of
my life!
2012 was when Rain City hit the “hockey stick” of
growth. Since then, we've grown to $200M in annual
loan volume, almost $100K in annual charitable giving,
and a team of twenty-eight amazing and dedicated

show them the ropes. It isn’t easy; however, when I
talk with successful entrepreneurs, the one thing I see
is people being themselves and hiring to their
shortcomings.

We

all

have

shortcomings…

Understanding yours and owning them is what

you’re young or old, what are you doing to fertilize your crop? Is every day the same or are you taking on new
challenges and learning new stuff? Are you playing not to lose or playing to win? Does your seed have a chance
to grow and if it does, will it produce a crop worth having? Are you spending so much time making a living you
can’t take time to get rich? If you are rich, are you complacent and bored or are you putting it on the line to stay
in the game and win big? Do you look forward to tomorrow because it’s just another day full of problems? Have

separates the most successful entrepreneurs from the

you had some major set- backs with your finances or health that you’re letting take you out of the game, or are

rest.

you playing no matter what?

The further you go, the harder it gets, but if you hire

Everyone faces adversity at some point, many more than others. Yet, successful people just keep ticking. They

the right team to share the burden, you'll make it to the
top.

keep fertilizing their crop and looking for new harvest. They survive the test of time because they refuse to quit
when things get tough and because they love what they do to the point it becomes their life… their station.

people who have fun and get s#!t done.

You never know at what point in your life a major turning point will take place that catapults you further in one
year than all previous years combined. I’ve seen that happen a lot lately with some of my students and in my

Founded in 2009, Rain City Capital is a hard money lender providing local real estate investors with
alternative funding options in the distressed real estate market. Since then, Rain City has funded over
$300,000,000 in loans for fix-and-flips, short sales, escrow and auction purchases, in over 3,000 transactions.
We partner closely with our borrowers to ensure success; for us, it’s not about a quick buck. It’s about
keeping it simple and lending with integrity.
Fred Rea, founder of Rain City Capital, has over a decade of experience in the
mortgage industry – most notably building a portfolio of hard money loans in 2006

own life.
My net worth has risen at least five times higher in one year than in all previous years combined TWICE! This is
called a quantum Leap. So, what causes such a quantum leap? I think there are several things that contribute.
See how many apply to you.
1.

I never stop learning. The more I learn the easier everything gets.

2.

I focus on the deals that can produce the most value. It doesn’t take any more time or resources, in fact it
takes less.

for Stone Capital Funding, LLC. He’s managed operations, auction process, and
loan servicing throughout his career, and is looking forward to many more years of
leading the hard money industry. From 2003 through 2006, Rea facilitated

3.

an entrepreneur. They’re probably selling a book.

conventional loans as an employee of Cobalt Mortgage, which at the time was the
largest privately held mortgage banker in Washington state. In April 2006, Rea was

I’m always in the game, if not physically, certainly mentally. Anyone who tells you “you can turn it off” is not

4.

I never quit. I do what it takes to get the job done right up to the last minute. Some of the best deals were

retained by the owners of Cobalt Mortgage to start, manage, and originate bridge loans for Stone Capital

gigantic problems to get them closed and frankly, I know few who could have pulled it off other than me. I

Funding, LLC. Between April 2006 and September 2008, Stone Capital closed a large number of distressed

know for certain none of our deals would have gotten done if I weren’t involved and they all come with their

real estate purchases with Rea as its primary loan originator. At the same time, Rea also managed the

share of grief even after they have been bought. I expect it and prepare for it and will keep plugging until

company’s operations and loan portfolio to ensure that all loans were paid at maturity. As a part of his

each and every one comes to a conclusion. Frankly, that’s not normal. If you possess this trait alone you’ll

personal investment portfolio, Rea has bought and sold over 50 distressed real estate properties since 2003.

probably enjoy a great harvest. Grow some guts.

In August 2016, Rea was named to Puget Sound Business Journal’s “40 Under 40” list.
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5.

I expect things to go wrong and prepare. Every promise made to you by people involved in your deals is a lie
until they come through, and few will. You should always have a plan 2, 3, and 4. If I hadn’t, none of our
deals would have closed.

6.

I don’t listen to the morons. I can’t tell you how much advice I get about making money from broke people
who have little. Some of them I actually pay.

My attorneys, CPA, appraisers, engineers, contractors or

The Further
You Go

By: Fred Rea
Investment Advisor
GOLD PARTNER

relatives are not qualified to advise me on how to get rich. None of them are, and actually none are morons

7.

either. They’re all good at what they do, bit it ain’t making money. Choose your advisors carefully.

You’re listening to a guru pitch you on his program for

business are often totally different from those skills its

I share the wealth. All my deals and companies have partners. I’m giving away a fortune in income and

wealth, dreaming of millions in the bank. You leave

takes to manage and lead that business to success. You

equity. Several actually. If I chose to keep it all, I’d have little. Besides, who wants to get rich alone? It’s

the seminar pumped up, pockets a little lighter due to
the cost of the weekend training, but ready to take on

have to adapt, and that's difficult for many people. You
have to let go of the daily things that make you

more fun when others come along for the ride when they earn the fare. You can only do one or two things at

the world.

successful and think strategically. You have to

a time yourself and do them well. I choose to do many things simultaneously so I have no choice but to turn
loose and let others grow their own business. It’s fun for me to have multiple businesses. It’s not for
everyone. It requires a reptile brain personality and a willingness to make mistakes and a few other traits
previously mentioned that most people don’t have. But here, it’s fun to be me. (Most days).
8.

tell you: success is hard and the further you go, the
harder it gets.
Making it in the entrepreneurial world takes lots of

I make decisions quickly. Sometimes it’s the wrong decision and I pay the price, but the right ones outweigh

work, flexibility, and a willingness to take risks. Work

the wrong ones so I can live with my bad choices. What I can’t live with is indecision. I have no patience

ethic is the most important factor in the game, but I'll

with people who can’t decide on anything, and I have none near me. If I did, they wouldn’t last long. When it

say it again, to drive the point home:

comes to a real estate deal or a business, the decision is easy for me. It’s mostly about the math. If it has a
good chance to make a lot of money, I’m probably in. If it doesn’t, I’m out. That kills about 90% of the things

9.

Except it's not that easy. Here's one thing no guru will

The further you go, the harder it gets.

that could consume my time and energy.

This is important, because a lot of times, it's ignored.

I keep my promises or at least I do my damndest to do so. I hate it when people make me promises and don’t

hope to eventually sit back and coast on the revenue

keep them, and I assume they feel the same way. No one keeps every promise they make, but most people

stream, having paid their dues early on.

When would-be entrepreneurs start a business, they

keep few they make. I get accused of not keeping promises made by others on my team sometimes, and I can
take the heat, as I should.

I think most people intend to keep promises they make, but they are so

disorganized, they forget. A properly used planner will fix that. If you write it down in your planner it
becomes part of your daily activity and easier to keep. If you rely on your memory you become a liar who

The sad truth is, most businesses don't work like that.
Often, the more success you have, the more you grow,
and the more success you need to sustain that growth.
Instead of getting easier, the challenges become larger

can’t be relied on. Nobody’s perfect, but a simple system will make you better organized than 95% of your

in scope as the stakes become higher. There's a reason

circle of influence.

why more than half of small business fail within 5

10. I implement quickly. Deciding to do something gets nothing done. You must take the first step and that’s
where delegation comes in handy. I delegate hundreds of tasks to my staff every week. Without a PA to take
the load off me I couldn’t get much done and I’d be normal. God forbid. I’d have a PA if I were in a nursing
home with no businesses to run. At least she could bring me books to read and type my memoirs. I suggest
you consider it yourself. It’ll change your life. We discuss all these issues and more at Business Management
Boot Camp.
So, how many of these traits do you possess or even want for that matter? You don’t need them all to be mega

years. If you’re one of the lucky ones that make it past
the five-year mark and $1M in annual revenue, the
simple truth is it doesn’t get any easier.
The guru’s pitch about passive income, working 15
minutes a day, and making millions on the beach
sounds amazing. I admit… The Four Hour Work Week

everything takes longer to happen—which is by far
the most frustrating part!
With that said, why would any sane person want to
build their own business? If your only reward after
success is longer hours and more struggle, why keep
going?
Because a steeper climb isn't the only reward. As the
stakes grow higher, as your company grows more, so
do the financial incentives. So does the acclaim. So
does your own inner strength and sense of purpose.
And, perhaps most important of all, you're your own
boss. You get to call the shots. But the struggle is real;
the climb does get harder.
And as it becomes harder, it's important to ask
yourself why you're in the game, and how you're
going to cope with these new challenges.
Here's what I've learned during my journey: I'm really
only good at a few things:
1.) I understand the business of hard money loans
because I LOVE IT! I love the risk/reward, I love the
people, I love the math, I love the creative
solutions… I love it all! It's my passion—and working
on your passion is its own reward.

changed my life when I read it in 2007. But it's just a

2.) People trust me because I'm not afraid to have

mirage to the majority of entrepreneurs.

the tough conversations and tell them the truth—

successful, but if you study the super-rich, you’ll find a lot of them possess the same traits. There is a common

The reason why it gets harder as your business grows

denominator among them. Keep spreading the fertilizer. Your crop is coming! www.RonLeGrand.com

is because the skills that helped you start your
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understand that you can no longer do everything and

even when it doesn’t benefit me.
3.) Because of reason #2, I'm able to build
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